How To Generate a BiBTeX Entry

For example (Inproceedings):

Venkatesh Raghavan, Elke A. Rundensteiner, John Woycheese, Abhishek Mukherji

1. Define the Publication Type

Generate BibTeX

Please select the type of publications and enter the data in the fields provided.

Type of Publication: Inproceedings
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For example (Inproceedings):

Venkatesh Raghavan, Elke A. Rundensteiner, John Woycheese, Abhishek Mukherji


2. Enter the Publication Title

All field with the asterisks(*) are required

**Type of Publication**: Inproceedings

**Title**: FireStream: Sensor Stream Processing for Monitoring Fire Spread

3. Enter the Publication Authors

**Authors**: Separate each author with a comma ",", followed immediately by blank space.

Example: Ming Wei, John Woycheese

Venkatesh Raghavan, Elke A. Rundensteiner, John Woycheese, Abhishek Mukherji
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For example (Inproceedings):

Venkatesh Raghavan, Elke A. Rundensteiner, John Woycheese, Abhishek Mukherji

4. Enter the Publication Book Title

```
Book Title*:
ICDE
```

5. Enter the Publication Year

```
Year*:
2007
```
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6. Optional Field

Optional Fields

Month:

Choose ...

Editors:
Separate each editor with a comma ",". Example K.Nwosu,P.B Berra

Volume:

Number:

Series:

Chapter:

Pages:
1507-1508

Edition:

Address:

Note:
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For example (Inproceedings):

Venkatesh Raghavan, Elke A. Rundensteiner, John Woycheese, Abhishek Mukherji

8. Generate the BiBTeX Entry and Key

```
```
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For example:

Venkatesh Raghavan, Elke A. Rundensteiner, John Woycheese, Abhishek Mukherji

will generate the following BiBTex entry:

@inproceedings{DSRG:conf/icde/RaghavanRWM2007,
  author ="Venkatesh Raghavan, Elke A. Rundensteiner, John Woycheese, Abhishek Mukherji",
  title ="FireStream: Sensor Stream Processing for Monitoring Fire Spread",
  booktitle ="ICDE",
  year ="2007",
  pages ="1507-1508"
}